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in-depth understandings of player psychology. It takes 
much experience and the right feeling for the market to 
introduce something completely new.” Quikker is a card 
game that takes the best from two other table games - roule  e 
and poker - to provide a completely new gaming experience. Quikker 
has been designed to be intui  ve to play, so simple to understand with a 
high entertainment value. Quikker is available in di  erent formats, either 
completely electronic, semi-electronic or live. 

THE H

H This 
single denomina  on hopper 
requires no adjustments if the 
coin denomina  on changes. The 
challenge is to maintain a high 
payout rate and the experience 
and knowledge of the Su o- app development 
team has solved this problem  the opper low can pay out 
up to seven coins per second. Three di  erent bowl si es standard, 
medium and large  give gaming manufacturers further  exibility to 
ensure that the correct coin capacity can be stored. The opper 

low is also available with AES protocol for the Italian omma 
6a market.
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It 

features wide-screen monitors, the latest sound 
technology,  rst-rate components  all of which 
have been integrated into a curved design. The 
Performer Grand Arc is available with either two 
monitors or three monitors, whereby the 
curved e  ect stands out be  er. Naturally 
Ama  c s complete games selec  on can be 
played on the Performer Grand Arc. The 

Performer Grand Arc was introduced 
to the market at the I E exhibi  on in 

London back in January and has since 
then gained great momentum. 
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The carnival 
is here!” – so says UNIS, with its 
latest release, Funfair Bash. This 
fun fair themed redemp  on game 
o  ers a series of tradi  onal ball 
tossing games, with the level of 
di   culty increasing as players 
progress through di  erent stages. 
Successfully comple  ng all  ve 
stages ensure players win the big 
prize. The games challenge players 
to try to hit di  erent targets that 
appear on a screen with colourful 
so   balls. Scenes include clowns, stacked 
milk bo  les and rolling barrels. They can 
win  ckets throughout, but must be careful not 
to lose them at the last game, which includes a 
countdown  mer. 
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Players must an  cipate when the hidden jelly  sh will come out of a 
treasure chest in order to win the super bonus. The cabinet, which 

requires rela  vely li  le  oor space and is at a 
child-friendly height, also features LEDs 

in each corner of the game to create a 
glowing and  oa  ng e  ect” to a  ract 
players. perator-friendly double  cket 

bins, easy setup and precise operator controls 
make this an easy decision for any loca  on,” 
the company said.
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